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Abstract— For increasing the life of sensor networks, each node
must conserve energy as much as possible. In this paper, we
propose a protocol in which energy is conserved by amortizing the
energy cost of communication over multiple packets. In addition,
we allow sensors to control the amount of buffered packets since
storage space is limited. To achieve this, a two-radio architecture
is used which allows a sensor to “wakeup” a neighbor with a
busy tone and send its packets for that destination. However,
this process is expensive because all neighbors must awake and
listen to the primary channel to determine who is the intended
destination. Therefore, triggered wakeups on the primary channel
are proposed to avoid using the more costly wakeup procedure.
We present a protocol for efficiently determining how large the
period for these wakeups should be such that energy consumption
is reduced.
Index Terms— Sensor networks, Wireless sensor networks,
Network protocols, Power management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ENSOR networks present many new challenges in wireless ad hoc networks. While the precise application of sensor networks is speculative, certain characteristics are typically
assumed. First, the sensors are static after initial deployment
(unless placed on a mobile entity [3]). Second, energy is scarce
and it is inconvenient or impossible to replenish the energy
source frequently.
Because energy should be conserved, power save protocols
are needed. This problem can be addressed at each layer of
the network stack. Our specific focus is the Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer since this gives a fine-grained control to
switch the wireless radio on and off. The fundamental question
MAC layer power save mechanisms seek to answer is: When
should a device switch to a low power mode and for how
long?
There are four major sources of energy waste at the MAC
layer [4]:
Collisions When packets collide, energy is wasted because
the packet, along with associated control overhead, must
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TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF A SENSOR RADIO [5].
Radio State
Transmit
Receive/Idle
Sleep

Power Consumption (mW)
81
30
0.003

be retransmitted. Thus, the energy used to transmit and
receive the colliding packets is wasted. Collisions are
usually reduced by scheduling or deferring for random
intervals from medium access.
Overhearing This occurs when a node promiscuously listens
to a packet intended for a different destination. In this
case, the node could sleep rather than idly listening to
the channel.
Control Overhead Aside from the data packet, which has
additional header bytes prepended, usually other MAC
level packets add overhead. For example, an ACK packet
is usually required from the receiver to verify whether
the data transmission was a success or failure.
Idle Listening This is when a node is listening to the channel,
but not transmitting or receiving any data. This typically
consumes much more energy than if the node were to
sleep.
Radios typically have four power levels corresponding to
the following states: transmitting, receiving, listening, and
sleeping. Typically, the power required to listen is about the
same as the power to transmit and receive. The sleep power
is usually one to four orders of magnitude less. For Mica2
Mote sensors [5], these power levels are shown in Table I.
Thus, a sensor should sleep as much as possible when it is
not engaged in communication.
We present a protocol designed for a topology where all
sensors are within range of each other. This protocol is then
extended to the multiple hop and multiple flow cases. As
in previous work [6]–[8], we assume that a second radio is
available to awake neighbors. This second radio uses much less
power via either a low duty cycle [7] or hardware design [8]. It

is assumed the second radio is only capable of transmitting a
busy tone, rather than actual data. This allows a simpler, more
energy efficient design. However, it introduces a problem: each
busy tone must wakeup a node’s entire neighborhood since the
intended receiver’s identifier is not encoded on the wakeup
channel. The main contribution of this work is selectively
waking up the primary radio at nodes that have previously
engaged in communication via rate estimation. Analytically,
we derive equations to find the optimal wakeup interval to
minimize the energy consumption.
In Section II, we review related work. We describe the radio
energy model we use in Section III. Section IV describes and
analyzes our proposed protocol. Section V presents simulation
results. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in
Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present an overview of research in
power saving for ad hoc networks. Our primary focus is
decentralized schemes that involve the MAC layer. However,
we also present other relevant work that attempts to conserve
energy in wireless environments.
The IEEE 802.11 specification [9] is the standard currently
used by commercial WLAN cards. It specifies a MAC protocol
for wireless access in both ad hoc environments, called the
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), and centralized
systems, called the Point Coordination Function (PCF). Additionally, a Power Save Mode (PSM) is also specified in the
standard.
We will now describe IEEE 802.11’s PSM. Nodes are
assumed to be synchronized and awake at the beginning of
each beacon interval. After waking up, each node stays on
for a period of time known as the Ad hoc Traffic Indication
Message (ATIM) window. During the ATIM window, since
all nodes are guaranteed to be on, packets are advertised
that have been queued since the previous beacon interval.
These advertisements take the form of ATIM packets. More
formally, when a node has a packet to advertise, it sends an
ATIM packet to the intended destination during the ATIM
window (following the rules of IEEE 802.11’s CSMA/CA
mechanism). In response to receiving an ATIM packet, the
destination will respond with an ATIM-ACK packet (unless the
ATIM specified a broadcast or multicast destination address).
When this ATIM handshake has occurred, both nodes will
remain on after the ATIM window and attempt to send their
advertised data packets before the next beacon interval, subject
to CSMA/CA rules. If a node remains on after the ATIM
window, it must keep its radio on until the next beacon interval.
If a node does not receive an ATIM or ATIM-ACK (assuming
unicast advertisements), it will enter sleep mode at the end of
the ATIM window until the next beacon interval.
The 802.11 specification does describe a beaconing mechanism for synchronization, but it is only useful in PCF or when
the topology is always fully connected. Various solutions to
synchronization have been proposed [10]–[13]. However, it
still remains a relatively open problem [14].

Proposed modifications to 802.11’s PSM allow increased
time in the sleep state. For example, a node can switch to
sleep state when it overhears an RTS or CTS not addressed to
it [15]. Another technique is allowing a node to sleep between
beacon intervals after it has sent and/or received all its packets
advertised in the ATIM window [16], [17].
The PAMAS protocol [6] adapts basic mechanisms of IEEE
802.11 [9] to a two-radio architecture. PAMAS allows a
node to sleep to avoid overhearing a packet intended for a
different destination or to avoid interfering with another node’s
reception by transmitting. However, unlike our work, it ignores
the idle listening problem. A similar approach is used in [18].
Here, the nodes will transmit a receive busy tone or send busy
tone upon receiving a RTS or CTS, respectively. This busy
signal addresses the problem of nodes moving into an area
where communication is occurring after missing the initial
RTS/CTS exchange. It also reduces the probability of control
packet collisions when traffic load and propagation delays are
high.
The PicoRadio [8], [19]–[21] design uses a low-power
wakeup channel. A MAC protocol has been designed to allow
nodes to wakeup a neighbor when data needs to be sent.
However, the design uses a CDMA scheme that requires each
neighbor within a 2-hop range to be assigned a unique channel
and discover and maintain the channel IDs for each 1-hop
neighbor. Also, the channel ID is encoded in the wakeup
signal, which increases the hardware complexity. Our approach
could be adapted to similar hardware which uses a busy tone
on the wakeup channel. A wakeup channel is also used in [22].
The protocol is implemented from off-the-shelf hardware and
tested. However, the protocol is designed for systems with
centralized access points or proxies and not fully distributed
networks.
A theoretical approach to multiple channel power save
is investigated in [23]. This presents a centralized approach
where nodes cycle through S sleep states. Each state uses
less power, but requires more energy to transition back to
the idle state. The base station uses a RF wakeup channel
to awake all nodes in a given sleep state. If a node determines
the base station has no data to send it, it returns to a sleep
state. The protocol operates to minimize energy consumption
while meeting QoS requirements.
S-MAC [4] is a protocol developed specifically to address
energy issues in sensor networks. It uses a simple scheduling
scheme to allow neighbors to sleep for long periods and
synchronize wakeups. In S-MAC, nodes enter sleep mode
when a neighbor is transmitting and fragment long packets
to avoid costly retransmissions. S-MAC is designed to save
energy on a single radio architecture. While this approach
does allow packets to be buffered, it provides no mechanism
to communicate with the receiver on-demand. Also, S-MAC
uses a fixed sleep interval regardless of traffic. Other attempts
at sensor network-specific protocols have tried to combine
routing and MAC [24] to propagate data to a base station.
This scheme uses beaconing to form a logical tree with the
base station as the root and an adaptive rate control mechanism

at the MAC layer.
STEM [7], [25] is a two-radio architecture which achieves
energy savings by letting the primary radio sleep until communication is necessary while the wakeup radio periodically
listens using a low duty cycle. When a node has data to send, it
begins transmitting continuously on the wakeup channel long
enough to guarantee that all neighbors will receive the wakeup
signal. A variant of STEM [7] has been proposed that uses a
busy tone, instead of encoded data, for the wakeup signal.
Our protocol is similar to STEM, but achieves greater energy
savings by periodically listening on the primary channel and
buffering packets.
The STEM protocol specifies a mechanism to wakeup a
host from a sleeping state. The STEM protocol is general
in that it can be used in conjunction with any MAC layer
transmission scheduling scheme. Also, STEM can be used in
conjunction with any mechanism to determine when a host
should return to sleep. For instance, a host that is awakened
from a sleeping state may remain up long enough to receive
a “session” of packets [26]. Alternatively, STEM can be used
to wakeup a host whenever packets are pending for that host.
In this case, when node A wakes up another node, B, node A
would transmit all pending packets for B before B may return
to sleep again. The latter approach is used in this paper when
testing STEM.
T-MAC [27] extends S-MAC by adjusting the length of
time sensors are awake between sleep intervals based on
communication of nearby neighbors. Thus, less energy is
wasted due to idle listening when traffic is light. However,
T-MAC is still limited by a one-radio architecture.
In [28], energy is also saved by adjusting to traffic. The
protocol works with on-demand routing and uses 802.11’s
PSM when a node is not engaged in sending, receiving, or
forwarding data. When a node is communicating, soft-timers
are used to transition the node to an idle listening mode
which reduces latency and preserves throughput better than
only using 802.11’s PSM. However, the timers do not adjust
to the traffic rate, so if traffic is not frequent enough to refresh
the timers, the benefits of the protocol are lost.
In [29], renewal theory is used to analyze schemes where
mobile devices wake up to receive data from a base station
with a queue of size zero or ∞. Our protocol also attempts to
intelligently wakeup to reduce energy consumption. However,
our protocol is different because it benefits from a second
radio.
Other work has been proposed in which a subset of the
nodes in a system can enter a low power state without significantly degrading the performance achievable if all nodes were
to remain in high power mode. AFECA [30] and GAF [31] allow nodes to sleep based on the size of their neighborhood and
geographic location, respectively. The basic idea is to maintain
the connectivity of a network while allowing most nodes to
sleep. Similarly, the goal of SPAN [32] is to save energy while
not degrading the latency and throughput achievable in 802.11
without PSM. Neighborhood information is used to maintain
connectivity in the network with uniform energy usage among

TABLE II
R ADIO TRANSITION CHARACTERISTICS [47].
Parameter
Ttrans on
Ttrans off
Ptrans on
Ptrans off

Value
2450 µs
250 µs
30 mW
30 mW

the nodes. The LEACH protocol [33] is designed specifically
for sensor networks that frequently send data to a single
sink. Certain nodes are selected as cluster-heads. These nodes
are responsible for scheduling transmission within the cluster,
aggregating data, and transmitting the data at a potentially long
distance to the sink.
Another method of conserving energy in sensor networks
is by doing TDMA to schedule traffic in the network and
allowing nodes to sleep when they are not scheduled to send or
receive. Such an approach lends itself well to sensor networks,
when compared to ad hoc networks in general, because a
relatively static topology is expected and traffic patterns may
be more regular (e.g., periodically sending updates to a sink).
The key research challenge is determining how slots can be
assigned in multiple hop networks to avoid collisions [34]–
[36].
In addition to power conservation at the MAC layer,
protocols have been developed at the routing layer [37]–
[39], transport layer [40], and application layer [41]–[43].
More extensive surveys on power saving techniques are also
available [44]–[46].
III. E NERGY M ODEL
As mentioned in Section I, we use an energy model based
on the Mica2 Motes [5]. This hardware is widely used in
sensor network research. The values in Table I are for a 3V
power supply. The transmit power is for the maximum possible
transmit power, so it may be less in practice depending on the
desired range. According to [5], this transmit power gives an
outdoor, line-of-sight range of 152.4 m (500 ft). In addition,
our energy model accounts for the time and power required
for the radio to transition from the sleep state to idle and
from the idle state to sleep. In practice, these values are nonnegligible, but not accounted for in most previous work. We
denote the time and power required for a sleep to idle transition
as Ttrans on and Ptrans on , respectively. Similarly, the idle to
sleep transition is characterized by Ttrans off and Ptrans off .
Based on the radio used in Mica2 Motes, we use the values
in Table II.
The time values are based on the typical transition time from
the radio’s datasheet [47] and correspondence with Chipcon
technical support. The power values are conservative estimates
which assume power consumption remains at the level of the
highest power state (i.e., idle) during the entire transition. We
feel this assumption is justified since the transition period is
when the power level has changed and the electrical components must reach an operational, steady state. We note that

the sleep to idle transition, in particular, takes a relatively long
time.
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A. Triggered Wakeups with Queuing

As mentioned previously, two channels are assumed: priSender
Wakeup Radio
mary and wakeup. The primary channel is used for sending
Transmissions
data and control packets, whereas the wakeup channel
is used
PSfrag replacements
to wakeup neighbors. For the rest of the paper, we assume that
Receiver
Wakeup Radio
the wakeup radio achieves low power consumption via a duty
Status
cycle. Thus, the two radios have identical power characteristics
(described in Section III). A node will listen for a busy tone
Receiver
Primary Radio
on the wakeup channel for τ1 time, then sleep for τ2 time
Status
(τ1 ¿ τ2 ). The sender of a wakeup signal must transmit for
Twake T X time to guarantee all neighbors hear the wakeup
signal, where, Twake T X = 2τ1 + τ2 + Ttrans on + Ttrans off . Fig. 1. Static T
signal).
The duty cycle of the wakeup channel is defined as:
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and L = 2 (D = data packet, F = filter packet, W = wakeup

a triggered wakeup or sending/receiving a packet. If no data
is sent/received within Tthresh time, the primary radios return
to sleep. Our goal is to find the optimal T value, Topt , for
a given data rate, which minimizes the energy consumption.
We assume that both the sender and receiver sleep until a
triggered or full wakeup occurs. However, the protocol could
be modified for the case where the sender is always awake
(e.g., a base station).
Initially, no triggered wakeup is scheduled and a full wakeup
occurs when the queue contains L packets2 . Another timer
needs to be used to make sure a packet does not remain in
the queue indefinitely if the sender stops generating packets3 .
The sender will piggyback its chosen T value (in ms in our
simulations) on each data packet sent. The sender and receiver
will then schedule a triggered wakeup T time in the future,
taking into account transmission delay. If no more data is sent
or received for Tthresh time, the sensors will return to sleep
and wakeup T − Tthresh time later. A minimum value, Tmin ,
is specified for T such that Tmin > Tthresh . We describe how
T is adjusted in Section IV-B.1.
Recall that STEM is a protocol for waking up sleeping
hosts, and it may be used in conjunction with a variety of
mechanisms to decide when a host may return to sleep. In
this paper, we evaluate the version of STEM wherein a host
may return to sleep after receiving all pending packets from
the host that woke it up. This version of STEM [7] can be
represented as a special case of our protocol with T = ∞ and
L = 1. Unlike STEM, our protocol avoids some full wakeups
by using triggered wakeups. Our protocol is different from
T-MAC [27], and similar protocols, which adjust the time a
radio is on once it enters the idle state. Our protocol tries to
sleep as soon as possible after data communication and predict
when it should next wakeup based on previous traffic patterns.
2L

is not necessarily equal to the capacity of the queue.
simulated flows do not test this because packets never cease being
generated.
3 The

L could be specified in bytes.

D

(1)

Thus, a lower duty cycle reduces idle listening energy, but
increases the delay to wake a node’s neighborhood. A queue
threshold, L, is specified for the protocol. This threshold could
be used to control delay or limit the storage usage on a sensor.
For simplicity, L is expressed in packets and all data packets
are the same size1 . When the queue holds L packets, a wakeup
signal must be sent so the queue size can be reduced by
transmitting packets to a receiver immediately. We refer to
this as a full wakeup because all sensors within one hop of the
sender, after detecting the signal, must wakeup their primary
radio. They then listen on the primary channel until a filter
packet is sent (on the primary channel) to indicate which
neighbor’s radio should remain on for reception. The other
neighbors then return to sleep. To avoid costly full wakeups, a
sensor estimates the rate at which it is sending data and tries
to schedule a triggered wakeup with a receiver T seconds after
its previous data transmission. Figure 1 illustrates this concept
with a fixed T value. The dotted arrows represent a “causes”
relationship between events. At t0 , a triggered wakeup occurs
T time after the last transmission, even though the sender’s
queue contains less than L packets. A full wakeup begins
at t2 because the sender’s queue reaches size L. At t4 , all
neighbors are guaranteed to have their primary radios on, so
a filter packet (shown as F in the figure) and L data packets
(shown as D) are sent on the primary channel. Unlike the
figure, our protocol will dynamically adjust T since the rate
is not known in advance and may vary with time.
Intuitively, if T is too small, the sender and receiver waste
energy by waking up when the queue has no packets. This
is called an empty triggered wakeup and shown in Figure 1
at t5 . An empty triggered wakeup results in idle listening
because the primary radios stay on long enough, say Tthresh
duration, to make sure no data is available (Tthresh is not
shown in Figure 1). Thus, they are on for Tthresh after doing
1 Alternatively,

D D
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IV. P ROTOCOL D ESCRIPTION AND A NALYSIS

Ttrans on + τ1 + Ttrans off
Ttrans on + τ1 + Ttrans off + τ2

D

Note that our protocol is different from previous work
which attempts to adjust how long nodes stay awake after
a communication event before returning to sleep (i.e., adjust
Tthresh in our protocol). This technique is popular in research
to efficiently spin-down hard disks [41], [48], [49].
B. Energy Analysis of Triggered Wakeups
To find Topt , we derive equations for the expected energy
consumption per bit. We make some simplifying assumptions
in the analysis. First, it is assumed that there is one sender
transmitting to one receiver among N sensors. The remaining
N − 2 nodes do not send or receive any data. Second, we
assume that once a sensor starts sending a wakeup signal or
does a triggered wakeup, only packets in the queue at the
beginning of the wakeup are sent. Thus, exactly L packets
are sent for a full wakeup and at most L − 1 packets are
sent for a triggered wakeup. We remove this constraint in
the simulations. We leave out idle energy consumed during
backoff periods and due to collisions to keep the analysis
tractable. These terms are relatively independent of the T value
in our protocol. For ease of analysis, data packets are assumed
to be transmitted instantaneously in time, though the energy
cost is counted. During these instantaneous transmissions, we
only count the energy for the sender and receiver since this is
expected to dominate the energy of sleeping neighbors. However, the simulations model all of the energy costs, including
the sleeping energy of neighbors during the transmission.
Our parameters, shown in Table III, are based on Mica2
Motes and 802.11 (we use the power values shown in Tables I
and II). The RTS, CTS, and ACK packet sizes and contents
are unmodified from the 802.11 standard. If a smaller MAC
layer byte overhead is assumed [4], the energy per packet will
decrease somewhat. However, the effect of changing the MAC
layer byte overhead does not change the relative performance
of the protocols tested in Section V. The average power used
while sleeping for the two-radio architecture, Psleep , is set
according to Equation 3. Let Tcycle be:
Tcycle = τ1 + τ2 + Ttrans

on

+ Ttrans

off

(2)

When a node is sleeping, its data radio will only consume Radiosleep power . The wakeup radio will consume
τ2
of the time and Radioidle power
Radiosleep power for Tcycle
τ1
for the remaining Tcycle of the time.
¶
µ
τ2
+1 +
Psleep = Radiosleep power
Tcycle
¶
µ
τ1
Radioidle power
+
Tcycle
µ
¶
Ttrans on
Radiotrans on power
+
Tcycle
¶
µ
Ttrans off
(3)
Radiotrans off power
Tcycle
We set τ1 and τ2 to be 1 ms and 299 ms, respectively. These
values are similar to those used in [50]. Thus, according to

TABLE III
P ROTOCOL PARAMETER VALUES .
Parameter
Physical Layer Header (P LCP )
Network Layer Header (IP )
MAC Layer Header (M AC)
Data Size (DAT Asize )
Bytes in each Data Packet
Bytes in
Bytes in
Bytes in
Bytes in
Bitrate
Tthresh
Tmin
TDIF S
TSIF S
Tprop
τ1
τ2

a
a
a
a

Filter Packet
RTS Packet
CTS Packet
ACK Packet

Value
4 bytes
20 bytes
32 bytes
30 bytes
DAT Asize + M AC +
P LCP + IP
33 + P LCP
20 + P LCP
14 + P LCP
14 + P LCP
40 kbps
20 ms
50 ms
50 µs
10 µs
2 µs
1 ms
299 ms

Equation 3, Psleep is:
Psleep

¶
¶
µ
1
299
+
+ 1 + 30
302.7
302.7
µ
¶
µ
¶
2.45
0.25
30
+ 30
302.7
302.7

= 0.003

µ

≈ 0.373 mW

(4)

Ebit is the cumulative energy used by all nodes (in Joules)
per data bit delivered. Recall that L is the queue threshold
and N is the number of sensors. Let R be the packet arrival
rate. The interarrival time of packets is assumed to have an
exponential distribution. Later, we consider time-varying rates.
First, we derive pf , the probability a full wakeup occurs. Let
X be the length of time until the L-th packet arrival and Y
be the number of packet arrivals that occur over time T (i.e.,
Y ∼ Poisson(λ = RT )).
Pr[X ≥ T ]

=

Pr[Y < L on the interval [0, T )]

pf

=
=

Pr[X < T ]
1 − Pr[X ≥ T ]
L−1
X (RT )i
1−
e−RT
i!
i=0

=

(5)

Equation 5 comes from the Poisson distribution [51]. Let pe
be the probability of an empty triggered wakeup and p f +e be
the probability of a non-empty triggered wakeup. We have:
pe

=

p f +e

=

e−RT
L−1
X (RT )i
i=1

i!

(6)
e−RT

(7)

Next, let Q f +e be the expected number of packets in the

queue at time T for a non-empty triggered wakeup. Thus,
PL−1 (RT )i −RT
i i! e
Q f +e = Pi=1
L−1 (RT )i −RT
i=1
i! e
PL−1 (RT )i
i i!
(8)
= Pi=1
L−1 (RT )i
i=1

i!

We need to find Tsleep full , the expected sleep time given
a full wakeup occurs. Let Z be the expected time of the Lth packet arrival. The gamma distribution models the waiting
time until the L-th event occurs for events that follow a
Poisson distribution¡ [51]. Thus, T¢sleep full = Ex[Z|Z ≤ T ]
and Z ∼ Gamma α = L, β = R1 . We let f (z) denote the
probability density function of the gamma distribution [51]:
f (z) =

z α−1 e−z/β
Γ(α)β α

(9)

Where the complete gamma function, Γ(L), is defined to
be [51]:
Z ∞
xL−1 e−x dx
(10)
Γ(L) =
0

For Tsleep full , we have:
Tsleep

full

=

=

zf (z) dz

0

RT

f (z) dz

RT

z L e−Rz dz

RT

RL L −Rz
z e
dz
0 Γ(L)
R T RL
z L−1 e−Rz dz
0 Γ(L)
0

RT
0

(11)

z L−1 e−Rz dz

Now, we can express the expected energy consumed for
each type of wakeup. Let
Epkt

=

EM AC
EM AC

RX
TX

+ Edata
+ Edata

RX

+

TX

(12)

be the energy required to send and receive one packet, where
Edata T X and Edata RX is the energy to send and receive a
data packet, respectively. EM AC T X is the energy consumed
by the transmitter to send an RTS and receive a CTS and ACK.
Similarly, EM AC RX is the energy consumed by the receiver
to get an RTS and send a CTS and ACK. Thus, we have:
EM AC

EM AC

TX

=

RX

=

Eempty

=

2 (Ethresh + Etrans

EDIF S + 3ESIF S +
4Eprop + ERT S T X +
ECT S RX + EACK RX
EDIF S + 3ESIF S +
4Eprop + ERT S RX +
ECT S T X + EACK T X

(13)

(14)

where EDIF S and ESIF S are the idle energy consumed
during DIFS and SIFS durations, respectively, and Eprop is
the idle energy during propagation delays. DIFS and SIFS are
interframe spacing times specified in 802.11 [9].

on

+ Etrans

off )

N Psleep T

+
(15)

where Ethresh is the energy needed to listen to the channel for
Tthresh time. Equation 15 follows from the fact that both the
sender and receiver must wakeup and keep their data radios
on for Tthresh time and all N nodes have slept T time since
the last wakeup.
For non-empty triggered wakeups:
Etriggered

=

2Etrans

on

+ Q f +e Epkt + 2Ethresh +

N Psleep T + 2Etrans

(16)

off

Equation 16 is similar to Equation 15 except that extra energy
is consumed to send Q f +e packets.
For a full wakeup, the equation is:
Ef ull

=

Ewake

TX

+ (N − 1)Ewake

RX

+

N Etrans on + N EDIF S +
Ef ilter T X + (N − 1)Ef ilter RX +
2N Eprop + LEpkt + 2Ethresh +
N Etrans

RT
0

=

Thus, for an empty triggered wake, the energy is:

off

+ N Psleep Tsleep

full

(17)

Equation 17 states that the sender must transmit a wakeup
signal and (N − 1) receivers must listen to it. Then, all N
nodes must turn their data radio on and wait until the filter
packet is received. All the other nodes can return their data
radios to a sleep state, but the sender and receiver remain on to
exchange L packets. Finally, each node has slept Tsleep f ull
time since the last wakeup, unlike in Equations 15 and 16
where the nodes slept T time since the last wakeup.
Thus, the expected energy consumed per bit is:
pf Ef ull + p f +e Etriggered + pe Eempty
(18)
Ebit =
Datasize × 8 × (pf L + p f +e Q f +e )
Using Equation 18, Figure 2 shows Ebit as a function of T
for R = 1.0, L = 2, and N = 8. Recall that R, L, and N
are the sending rate, queue threshold, and number of nodes,
respectively. Note that Ebit is minimized at T = Topt ≈
0.251 s. Clearly, choosing T = Topt should minimize energy
consumption.
Figure 3(a) shows energy savings we can expect when Topt
is used compared to setting T = ∞ (i.e., a full wakeup occurs
every time the queue fills up). The graph shows how the energy
savings changes with R, L, and N , based on our analysis. The
horizontal axis is the value of the changing parameter (i.e., R,
L, or N ) while the other two parameters stay fixed. The fixed
values are: R = 1.0, L = 2, N = 8. For example, when R and
L stay fixed and N = 40, Topt gives about a 67% improvement
(i.e., it uses only 33% of the energy per bit that T = ∞ uses).
As another example, when R and N stay fixed and L = 40,
there is only about a 20% improvement for reasons discussed
below.
From Figure 3(a), we can observe how each of the parameters affects the energy savings. The energy savings remains almost constant as R changes. At very low rates, the
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ratio asymptotically approaches one because the sleep time
0.7
between packets is so large that the energy spend sleeping
0.6
between packets dominates the difference in energy to do a
full wakeup versus a triggered wakeup. Otherwise, the ratio
0.5
remains constant as R changes due to the fact that the rate
0.4
primarily functions as a scaling factor that does not change
0.3
the relative energy difference. As N increases, Topt results
0.2
in more energy savings because the entire neighborhood will
PSfrag
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only awake with probability pf when packets are sent.
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T = ∞, the neighborhood will awake every time packets are
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Topt
sent, obviously resulting in increased relative energy usage
ratio.
(b) L/R
when N is large. In general, increasing L results in less
energy savings because the full wakeup costs are amortized
Fig. 3. Effects of N , L, and R
over more packets. Note, however, this trend is reversed when
L is between about 2 and 5. This can be attributed to the fact
that, despite the increased amortization of full wakeup costs, where γ is independent of R. However, Figure 3(b) also shows
there is a large variance in when the L-th packet arrival occurs that γ is not constant if L and N are dynamic in the network4 .
when L is small. Thus, there will be more full wakeups and In our evaluation, we assume L and N are known in advance.
empty triggered wakeups (i.e., p f +e , from Equation 7, will Thus, γ is calculated as a function of L and N .
2) Communicating with Multiple Neighbors: The protocol,
be small). For example, when L = 2, p f +e is about 0.2, but
when L increases to 5, p f +e increases to about 0.7. Therefore, as described, is designed for a sending node transmitting to
when L is small, the p f +e factor dominates the relative energy one neighbor and a receiving node getting packets from one
savings, but as L grows larger, the amortization factor begins neighbor. However, to perform in a more general setting,
the protocol must be modified to handle communication with
to dominate.
1) Adjusting T : The sender estimates its sending rate via multiple neighbors.
The first situation to consider is when a receiving node is
a weighted average of the interarrival time of packets. The
1
getting data from multiple senders. This type of communica, is updated according to the equation:
estimate, Rest = test
tion is prevalent in sensor network with routing protocols that
test = ρtest + (1 − ρ)tdiff
(19)
form tree structures rooted at data sinks [24]. Our protocol
is not affected at the sender, because each sender has only
where tdiff is the most recent sample of interarrival time.
Topt
Figure 3(b) shows how the ratio L/R
(where L/R is the one flow. However, the receiver must adopt multiple schedules
expected time for the queue to reach L packets) changes with and respond to wakeups from multiple senders. This does not
R, L, and N , based on our analysis. The horizontal axis is the change our protocol. If a receiver has scheduled overlapping
value of the changing parameter (i.e., R, L, or N ) while the triggered wakeups, then the senders have to compete according
other two parameters stay fixed. The fixed values are: R = 1.0, to the MAC protocol. In the future, we plan to explore how the
L = 2, N = 8. From Figure 3(b), when L and N are fixed, triggered wakeups can be scheduled more efficiently to reduce
we observe that for some constant γ,
4
Topt

L
=γ
R

(20)

Because we require L to be constant for Equation 20 to hold, L could be
1
included in the γ term and we would have Topt = γ R
. We separate L from
γ for ease of explanation.

overlapped triggered wakeups and reduce channel contention.
The second situation is when a sending node is transmitting
data to multiple receivers. This scenario is more complicated
than the first because the sender’s queue is essentially shared
among flows intended for different destinations. The filter
packets are capable of advertising up to M addresses of
receivers that should remain awake. Choosing M represents a
tradeoff between the byte size of the filter packet and number
of distinct destinations that can be kept awake after the wakeup
procedure. In our implementation, we set M = 4. Therefore,
if the sender has packets intended for different destinations
when it does a full wakeup, it will use the filter packet to tell
all of the destinations to remain on to receive data packets.
With multiple receivers, we still update each T according to
Equation 20, but now R refers to the cumulative rate of all
flows. Thus, each destination may receive the same T value,
but at different times. Also, at different times, T may be
different since the rate estimate changes. Note that this requires
receivers to do triggered wakeups more frequently than if all
packets in the queue were destined for only one destination.
This is necessary because the queue is shared and therefore the
frequency of full wakeups is based on cumulative rate rather
than the rate to each destination independently.
The intuition behind this scheme is as follows. Assume that
there are n flows at a sender. Let Lvi refer to virtual queue
threshold for flow i, and Ri denote the rate of the flow. Thus,
Ri
L
(21)
Lv i = P n
j=1 Rj
Pn
where R =
j=1 Rj is the cumulative rate of all flows.
L
L
Therefore, Ti = γi Rvii = γi R
. However, γi cannot be
calculated online since it changes with respect to Lvi . Also,
for L = 2, at least n − 1 of the Lvi values will be less than
one. This cannot be calculated in our analysis since it requires
L ≥ 2. Therefore, for γi , we just use the γ value for L. This
does have a small effect on the protocol since the chosen value
of Ti is larger than if γi had been used. When the number of
receivers is small, the average number of full wakeups per
receiver increases as the number of receivers grows instead of
remaining constant.
In general, a node can be both a sender and receiver. For
example, a node may do a triggered wakeup to receive packets
at the same time that it does a full wakeup to send packets. If a
node is awake in the role of a sender and receiver at the same
time, the MAC protocol allows a node multiplex its sending
and receiving during the wakeup.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We implemented our protocol from Section IV-B in ns2 [52] by modifying the 802.11 MAC and physical layer code
in ns-2. Eight sensor nodes were placed within range of each
other and a random sender and receiver were chosen to begin
communicating with Poisson traffic at rate R. The remaining
six nodes did not send or receive any data. We tested several
R values of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 packets per second.
The resulting Topt values were always greater than Tmin .

Unlike the analysis, packets were sent if they arrived after
a wakeup occurred. We set L = 2 for all simulations in this
section to demonstrate the simplest case of our protocol: rather
than sending a packet immediately, we try to delay it until a
triggered wakeup occurs. Each data point is averaged over 50
runs and error bars show standard deviation. The simulation
time was such that the expected number of packets sent was
the same regardless of rate (unless otherwise noted, this value
was set to 200). Thus, if the desired expected number of
packets is P , the test for rate Ri would be run for RPi time.
The values in Tables I, II, and III were used when applicable.
A. Effects of ρ
First, we investigate how ρ, from Equation 19, affects
energy consumption. Recall that ρ is the weight given to the
previous, cumulative interarrival estimate when a new arrival
occurs to obtain a new interarrival time estimate. Intuitively, if
ρ is large, the rate estimate is slow to adjust to rate variations,
but more robust to occasional outliers. If ρ is small, T will
adjust quickly to rate changes, but occasionally erroneously
adjust too much in response to outliers.
Our simulations show that the energy consumption is fairly
constant regardless of the ρ value for relatively low (R = 0.2)
and relatively high (R = 2.0) rates. The only exception is
when ρ is very close to 1.0. In this case, the rate estimate is
based almost completely on the interarrival time of the first two
packets and does not adjust to subsequent packet interarrival
times. When ρ is close to 1.0, we see a slightly higher average
energy consumption and much larger variance. Based on our
results, we use ρ = 0.9 for subsequent tests, unless stated
otherwise.
B. Comparison of Different Protocols
For comparison, we evaluated several protocols:
Rate Estimation (RATE EST) Our proposed protocol; γ is
analytically calculated to be 0.1253.
Static Optimal (OPT) T is statically set to be Topt , calculated analytically using the given rate. Thus, RATE EST
estimates the rate dynamically, whereas OPT “magically”
knows the rate.
STEM This is the version of STEM with a busy tone [7]
evaluated in this paper.
T = ∞ (INFINITY) In this case, packets are only sent by
full wakeups. Triggered wakeups never occur. Essentially,
this is a STEM variant that buffers up to L packets before
doing the wakeup procedure.
1) Energy Comparison: Figure 4(a) plots the energy consumption of the protocols with rate on the horizontal axis.
We see that regardless of rate, our protocol and the static
optimal result in comparable energy consumption (the two
curves almost overlap), which is significantly lower than the
other protocols.
Figure 4(a) shows that rate estimation represents about 65%
improvement over STEM regardless of rate. When compared
to T = ∞, the rate estimation shows about 45% improvement.
This shows the need to schedule triggered wakeups even if the

TABLE IV
M EASURED LATENCY FOR T = ∞ VERSUS ANALYSIS FOR SINGLE HOP,
SINGLE FLOW SCENARIO ( IN MS ).
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Comparison of protocols.

full wakeup cost is amortized over multiple packets. In general,
all the protocols improve as the rate increases. This is due to
the decrease in sleep time between packets at higher rates.
Figure 4(a) also compares favorably to the analytical expectation shown in Figure 2. Both show the energy per bit to
be about 70 µJ when R = 1.0. The 45% improvement over
T = ∞ is also close to what is predicted in Figure 3(a).
2) Latency Comparison: Our protocol’s performance is
even better when the average packet latency is considered in
Figure 4(b). Again, the rate estimation and the static optimal
performance overlap. Rate estimation shows more than 70%
improvment compared to T = ∞. Thus, we can see our
protocol performs much better than setting T = ∞ for both
energy consumption and average packet latency. As expected,
STEM’s latency is nearly constant at each rate. This latency
corresponds to the time to do a full wakeup and shows virtually
no variance. At higher rates, our protocol performs better than
STEM since Topt is less than the time required to do a full
wakeup. At low rates, Topt is larger than the time to send a
wakeup signal, which is why STEM has a lower latency at low
rates. Note that T = ∞ will asymptotically approach STEM’s
latency, but never do better. On the other hand, because our
protocol can avoid full wakeups, the latency will continue to
be reduced until T reaches Tmin . Thus, the theoretical bound,
as R increases, of the ratio of the latency of rate estimation
Tmin
. which is about 0.165 with
to T = ∞ and STEM is Twake
TX
our experimental setup (i.e., an 83.5% improvement).

We can easily check to see that the experimental results for
the latency at T = ∞ are close to their expected value. In this
case, we expect the average per packet latency for L = 2 to
be:
(1/R + Twake T X ) + Twake T X
(22)
2
because the first packet will wait, on average, the expected
interarrival time between packets (1/R) plus the time to send
a wakeup signal (Twake T X ), whereas the second packet will
only have to wait long enough to send a wakeup signal
(Twake T X ). We then divide the total latency by 2 since L = 2
to obtain Equation 22. Table IV shows the analytical expectation for the latency with T = ∞ according to Equation 22
matches relatively well with the observed experimental values.
At a higher rate, Equation 22 is not as accurate since it does
not account for packets which arrive during the wakeup and
are sent without incurring the wakeup delay. At a higher rate,
this happens more frequently, thereby reducing the average
packet latency.
C. Effects of Traffic with a Time-Variant Rate
A major strength of our protocol is the ability to adjust
to traffic on-demand as the sending rate changes. To test the
dynamic adaptation of our protocol, R was changed from 0.2
to 2.0 packets per second and back periodically. We use α
to refer to the frequency with which the rate changes. More
specifically, α is the expected number of packets generated
at the current rate before switching to the other rate. For
example, if α = 10, packets are generated at R = 0.2 for
10
10
0.2 = 50 seconds, then at R = 2.0 for 2.0 = 5 seconds.
This behavior was repeated for several cycles until the total
expected number of packets sent per rate was 500. For the
static optimal, we ran two separate scenarios at the different
rates and averaged the results. This essentially represents the
best energy consumption possible if the protocol adjusted to
rate changes immediately.
1) Energy Comparison: Figure 5(a) plots energy consumption with α on the horizontal axis. As expected, rate estimation
does better when the sender spends a long time at a fixed
rate before switching rates. When rate change is infrequent,
rate estimation uses only about 5% more energy than the
static optimal. When ρ = 0.6, rate estimation converges more
quickly toward the static optimal since it is more responsive
to rate change. STEM and T = ∞ stay relatively constant and
use significantly more energy than our protocol.
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Traffic with time-variant rates.

Even in the worse case, where the rate is changing very
frequently, our protocol only uses about 22-29% more energy
than the static optimal (depending on the ρ value). By comparison, T = ∞ always uses about 68% more energy than the
static optimal and STEM always uses over 2.5 times as much
energy as the static optimal.
2) Latency Comparison: The trends for the latency with
time-variant traffic, shown in Figure 5(b), are similar to those
seen in Figure 4(b). STEM stays near constant at the time
to do a wakeup. The rate estimation protocol remains almost
constant with the static optimal regardless of α. The latency
of the static optimal energy protocol remains constant since
α does not affect the static optimal in our experiments. The
latency of the rate estimation and static optimal protocols
is slightly above STEM because if we were to average the
latencies of R = 0.2 and R = 2.0 from Figure 4(b), they are
slightly higher than STEM for reasons discussed in Section VB.2.
Again, we can verify that the experimental results for
T = ∞ match the expected average per packet latency. From
Equation 22, we can average the expected latency at R = 0.2
(2803.7 ms) and R = 2.0 (553.7 ms) to get 1678.7 ms. This
is close the experimental average values, which are observed
to be between 1593 and 1632 ms.

After examining the performance of our protocol in a singlehop, single-flow scenario, we wanted to see how it would
perform in more complex scenarios. The first we tested was
the multiple hop scenario in Figure 6. Traffic was sent from
A to E, the rate was varied, and the simulation time was
varied inversely with the rate such that the expected number
of packets generated during a simulation run (set to be 200)
remained constant.
Each node in the topology had seven neighbors, to allow
comparison to the tests in Section V-B. Note that neighbors
not on the data path are not shown in Figure 6. Thus, the
two end nodes in the topology have six neighbors and the
intermediate nodes have five neighbors. The neighbors not on
the data path were placed such that they could overhear exactly
one node on the data path (i.e., nodes A, B, C, D, E do not
share any neighbors other than those shown in Figure 6). For
example, A has six neighbors not shown in Figure 6 which do
not send or receive data and receive A’s wakeup signal, but
are out-of-range of B’s wakeup signal. In addition to these
six neighbors, A has B as a neighbor, as shown by the link in
Figure 6, giving A a total of seven neighbors. In the discussion,
the term downstream neighbor refers to a node that is closer to
the destination than the current node (e.g., C is a downstream
neighbor of B). The term upstream neighbor refers to a node
that is closer to the source than the current node (e.g., C is an
upstream neighbor of D).
Figure 7(a) shows that energy consumption follows a similar
trend to that of Figure 4(a). It is reasonable to expect that the
results from Figure 4(a) would be scaled by a factor of about
four since there are now four links per packet delivery rather
than one. However, there are some effects due to the dependence of packet arrivals on a link. For example, in STEM,
if A is able to send two packets during a wakeup instead
of just one, then each node along the path will also send
two packets during the wakeup of their downstream neighbor
instead of one. Thus, STEM and T = ∞ only increase energy
consumption by a factor of about 3.9. This factor is obtained
by taking the ratio of the results in Figure 7(a) to those in
Figure 4(a). However, rate estimation and the static optimal
are negatively affected by the link dependence. If A causes
a full wakeup, then the full wakeup will cascade down the
entire path instead of being independent at each hop. This
effect does not cause major degradation, however, with the
energy consumption increased by a factor of 4 to 4.5 over the
single hop case depending on the rate.
We note an issue that occurred with our protocol when it
was implemented on the multiple hop topology. When multiple
packets are sent to the next hop, they come in a quick burst.
Therefore, the receiver’s rate estimation calculates a very short
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interarrival time. This problem can be addressed by ignoring
interarrival times that are smaller than a certain threshold. This
modification is not implemented in the simulations.
Figure 7(b) shows the latency of the protocols. This shows
a similar trend to Figure 4(b). However, like the energy
consumption results, these results do not always scale by a
factor of four. At a low rate, STEM does show a 4.4 times
increase (when compared to the single hop case) because at
each hop, the packet must wait for the wakeup to occur and
a small amount of contention is now induced (e.g., when
A tries to send to B and C tries to send to D, one must
defer their transmission to avoid a collision). However, the
protocols which use L = 2 show less of an increase because
the intermediate hops can immediately send packets to their

downstream neighbor when they receive L packets from their
upstream neighbor. For example, at R = 0.2 for T = ∞, the
latency increases by a factor of only 1.44. In the single hop
case, the first packet to arrive in the empty queue for T = ∞
has to wait, on average, 5 seconds plus the wakeup time.
However, now both packets only have to wait about a wakeup
time at each intermediate node. Similarly, rate estimation and
the static optimal have their latency increase by a factor of
only about 2.9 due to the decreased latency on full wakeups.
If we use Equation 22 to verify the latency for T = ∞ at
R = 0.2, the first hop still has an expected latency of 2803.7
ms (as shown in Section V-B.2). However, the next three links
have an average latency of only 302.7 ms. Thus, the overall
expected latency is (2803.7 + 3 × 302.7) = 3711.8 ms, which
is within the deviation shown in Figure 7(b).
At a higher rate, the burstiness at downstream links does not
help the L = 2 protocols as much because the interarrival time
of packets is smaller. Also, at a higher rate, all the protocols
show an increase in latency, relative to the single hop case,
significantly greater than at a low rate. This is due to the
increased contention on the links as the rate increases.
The effects of increased contention are also seen in the data
packet drop rate, shown in Figure 7(c). As the rate increases,
more drops occur due to the medium being increasingly busy.
Packet drops generally occur because a sender miscalculates
when the receiver will be up and does not receive a response
to its RTS. In ns-2, a data packet is dropped after an RTS
for the packet has been retransmitted seven times without
receiving a CTS. For the protocols with triggered wakeups,
this can occur when a packet is lost and hence the nodes
believe they should wakeup at different times. For example,
a sender could transmit a data packet telling the receiver to
wakeup Tnew seconds after reception. However, if the receiver
does not receive the packet due to a collision and the sender
is not able to retransmit the packet before the pair’s scheduled
sleep times, the receiver may believe it is supposed to wakeup
Told time after it estimates the sender has turned off.
Packet drops can occur during a full wakeup due to excessive retransmissions also. For example, B could begin
transmitting a wakeup signal for C and shortly thereafter, A
begins transmitting a wakeup signal for B. Thus, B may not
receive A’s wakeup signal because it never listened on the
wakeup channel during that time. Thus, A could believe B
to be awake when it finishes transmitting the wakeup signal
even though B has already finished its data transmission to
C and returned to sleep without ever hearing A’s wakeup
signal. STEM is most affected by this since it does about
twice as many wakeups as T = ∞ for L = 2. This is because
STEM does a wakeup for every packet whereas T = ∞ does
a wakeup for every other packet.
In the rate estimation protocol, if a sender is not able to
successfully transmit an RTS or data packet within the number
of retransmissions specified in 802.11, T will be set to ∞.
This forces a full wakeup the next time L packets arrive for
that destination. This assures that two nodes will not become
persistently unsynchronized in their triggered wakeups.
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In this section, we look at the effects of having multiple
flows on the protocols. Section IV-B.2 describes how the rate
estimation protocol works in multiple flow settings. We do
not consider the static optimal in these scenarios since it only
represents the static optimal in the single flow case. In these
scenarios, we doubled the number of nodes to be 16 (compared
to tests in Section V-B that had N = 8). This is because
we needed to increase the number of flows beyond eight to
show interesting behavior. This is also the reason the energy
values are higher in these scenarios when there is only one
flow than in previous sections. For each scenario, connections
between nodes were chosen to have a rate probabilistically.
More specifically, each link has a rate of R = 0.2 or R = 1.0
with a probability of 0.5. Thus, the average rate per link is
R = 0.6, or one packet every 1.67 seconds (even though this
specific rate is never chosen for a link). This was done to
show how the rate estimation performs when nodes are sending
or receiving at multiple rates to or from different neighbors.
Each simulation run lasts 500 seconds. Because each scenario
could have links with two different rates, there was no way to
normalize the simulation time such that the expected number
of packets generated per link remained constant and each link
contended for medium access throughout the entire simulation
run.
For testing multiple sender flows, we used the topology
shown in Figure 8(a). The parameter we varied is the number
of senders. The overall number of nodes in the scenario
remains constant at 16 and all nodes are within range of each
other.
Figure 9(a) shows that the energy consumption of each
protocol remains relatively constant as the number of senders
increases. This implies that the extra energy incurred by an
additional flow is compensated by the extra packets that are
delivered. The rate estimation protocol represents about a
50% improvement over T = ∞ and a 65% improvement
over STEM. This is consistent with the results discussed in
Section V-B.1. The rate estimation protocol does slightly better
in the multiple sender scenario because N = 16 instead of 8.
As explained in reference to Figure 3(a), the larger N makes
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full wakeups more expensive.
We present the latency for the protocols in the multiple
sender scenario in Figure 9(b). The latency remains relatively
constant for the rate estimation protocol and T = ∞ regardless
of the number of senders. The latency for these protocols is the
same as the interpolated latency for R = 0.6 in Figure 4(b).
STEM shows a slight increase as the number of senders
increases due to the increased contention caused by more
wakeups occurring for the receiver. All protocols show a much
greater variance when the number of senders is low. This is due
to the large difference in latency according to which rates are
probabilistically chosen on the links. For example, when there
is only one sender, about half the scenarios will have R = 0.2
for the connection, while the other half will have R = 1.0,
which results in drastically different average latencies.
Few packet drops occurred in this scenario. The packet loss
was less than 0.2% regardless of the protocol or number of
senders. Because there is only one receiver, even if the sender
begins sending RTS packets when it incorrectly predicts the
receiver will be on, they may still get a response if the receiver
is up for a different sender.
To test flows with multiple receivers, we used the topology
shown in Figure 8(b). The parameter we varied is the number
of receivers. The overall number of nodes in the scenario
remains constant at 16 and all nodes are within range of each
other.
The energy consumption of the protocols is shown in Fig-
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ure 10(a). STEM’s energy begins to drop when the number of
receivers is increased because the overall rate is increasing and
hence the sleep time per packet is decreased. For T = ∞ and
the rate estimation protocol, the energy starts to increase with
the number of receivers because, when multiple destinations
are awakened, all but one of the receivers must idly listen
to the transmission. Also, as discussed previously, the rate
estimation protocol results in more full wakeups per receiver
as the number of receivers increases.
When the number of receivers reaches about 6 or 7, a couple
of interesting events occur. First, the overall rate becomes
high enough that the expected interarrival time of packets
is less than the time to perform a full wakeup. Thus, the
service rate is less than the arrival rate for STEM and its

queue begins building up. As the queue length increases,
it actually decreases the energy consumption because the
probability that multiple packets can be sent from the queue
on a wakeup is increased. When the number of receivers is
about 9 or 10, the overall rate becomes high enough that the
expected interarrival time of packets is less than half the time
to perform a full wakeup. Thus, the queue begins building
up for T = ∞ and its energy consumption converges with
STEM. When this situation occurs, the queue will eventually
start dropping packets due to finite storage space. Also at
about 6 or 7 receivers, the overall rate is high enough that
Topt drops below Tmin . Thus, the rate estimation protocol
begins to gradually decrease at this point as the time between
triggered wakeups cannot decrease further. This decrease is
because periodic wakes cannot occur more frequently, yet the
queue fills up faster. Thus, more packets in the queue increases
the probability multiple packets can be sent when a wakeup
occurs.
We gain further intuition into the protocols’ behavior by
looking at the latency in Figure 10(b). When the number
of receivers is small, as the number of receivers increases,
the latency curves show a decrease for our protocol and
T = ∞. However, STEM and T = ∞ begin showing
increased latency when the number of receivers gets larger and
packets must spend more time in the queue. Again, STEM and
T = ∞ converge in this metric when the number of receivers
is about 10, which is the point that both protocols have a
service rate smaller than the arrival rate. The rate estimation
protocol is able to do much better in terms of latency because
it can service packets faster than the other two protocols.
Specifically, since T = Tmin at a high rate and Tmin is
significantly less than the time it takes to do a full wakeup
(a ratio of about 61 in our simulations), packets wait less time
in the queue.
Because there is only one sender, and hence no contention
for transmissions, the amount of packet drops remains relatively low (i.e., less than 0.4% on average). The packet drops
for STEM and T = ∞ come predominantly from packets
left in the queue when the simulation ends (we count packets
queued at the end of the simulation as dropped packets). Thus,
this gives a rough estimate of how the sender’s queue size is
increasing with more receivers. Because the rate estimation
protocol has frequent triggered wakeups, the queue does not
build up in our simulations. Therefore, virtually no packets are
in the queue at the end of the simulation. Figure 10(c) shows
the packet drop percentage for the multiple receiver scenario.
We did observe an interesting source of MAC layer retransmissions with the rate estimation protocol. In ns-2, if the length
of time between when a receiver sends a CTS and when the
receiver gets the data packet is too long, the data packet will be
dropped by the receiver. Occasionally, the sender, S, initiates
a full wakeup for R1 . Just before S sends its filter packet
for R1 , S does a periodic wake with R2 and exchanges an
RTS and CTS. However, before the data packet can be sent
to R2 , the filter packet is sent for R1 . Thus, the data packet
is delayed longer than expected and when it is finally sent to
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R2 , it is dropped.
Giving the filter packet priority over the data packet is a
design decision in our protocol. The intuition is as follows.
If the filter packet gets delayed long enough, the intended
receiver could return to sleep while the sender is transmitting
a data packet to another destination. The energy cost of
doing another full wakeup in this situation is greater than just
retransmitting the data packet. As an alternative, when the
sender begins a full wakeup, it could block the transmission
of all data packets until the filter packet is sent. Another
possibility is the sender could delay sending a packet for a
triggered wakeup if the packet transmission would not finish
before the filter packet will be sent. These two modifications
are not implemented in the simulations.
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In this section, we tested the protocols in random topologies.
Thus, the protocols had to operate in a multiple hop and
multiple flow environment with potentially a large amount
of channel contention. For these experiments, we randomly
placed 50 nodes in a 1000 m ×1000 m area. Each scenario
had 10 flows, where the source and destination pairs are chosen
at random. Each data point is averaged over the results for 50
topologies where every node could reach every other node.
The shortest path routing table for each node is calculated
offline to avoid the effects of routing overhead. Also offline,
the size of each node’s neighborhood, N , is computed and the
appropriate γ value is input to each node. The simulation times
for each scenario are inversely proportional to the sending rate.
Thus, for each run, the expected number of packets during the
simulation is identical regardless of sending rate (set to be 200
packets).
To test performance when contention is high, the maximum
per-flow sending rate for these experiments is 4 packets per
second. For the data packet, RTS, CTS, and ACK, this is a
per-flow rate of about 4.7 kbps. For the 40 kbps channel that
we use, this is about 12% of the channel bitrate per flow. As
stated previously, each scenario consists of 10 multi-hop flows
accessing the channel. In addition, there is extra overhead for
filter packets, backoff slots, etc.
Figure 11 shows the energy, latency, and packet drop
percentage values that are obtained for the protocols in this
setting. As Figure 11 shows, there is a rather larger variance in
the data because of the randomness in topologies and connection patterns for each scenario. To gain a better understanding
of how the protocols perform relative to each other, without the
inherent randomness of the topologies, Figure 12 shows each
protocol’s performance normalized to the performance of rate
estimation for each individual scenario. We can see that the
rate estimation protocol always does better in terms of energy,
especially at relatively low sending rates. At a relatively high
sending rate, there is lots of contention on the medium and
the protocols’ performances begin to converge.
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Fig. 11.

Random network topologies (absolute values).

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have analyzed a protocol for sensor networks that increases energy efficiency by allowing packet buffering, thereby
amortizing the energy cost of communication over multiple
packets. Because storage space may be a scarce resource in
sensors, we propose adding a second, low-power radio to allow
senders to force receivers to wakeup when a specified number
of packets are being buffered. Our analysis reveals an optimal
timeout value for periodically waking up to send and receive
packets which minimizes energy consumption. Our protocol
uses rate estimation to achieve results comparable to the static
optimal. In addition, we show significant energy savings over
other, similar protocols. The protocol seems to behave well
when multiple hop and multiple flow scenarios are introduced
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fering nodes will minimize the time they are both on.
Multiple Wakeup Channels Currently, we assume all nodes
must share the same wakeup channel. However, interesting problems arise if we consider the case in which
a few bits can be encoded in the wakeup signal. Then,
nodes only wakeup if their assigned ID is in the wakeup
signal. For example, if we know the rates at which nodes
are sending data and have k wakeup channels to use,
we would like to assign channels to the nodes in such
a way that reduces the energy consumption caused by
full wakeups. There are also other ways to partition the
wakeup channel, other than encoding bits in the wakeup
signal, which can be explored. For example, a different
frequency band could be used for each wakeup signal and
nodes could be assigned a frequency on which to listen
for wakeups.
Adjust Tthresh Dynamically Our protocol may be improved
if we integrate the hard disk spin-down techniques mentioned in Section IV-A with out protocol. Thus, Tthresh
would be adjusted dynamically rather than having a static
value. The advantage to this is, when traffic is heavy,
Tthresh could be made larger since it may take more time
for the sender to access the medium to transmit a packet.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it requires more
synchronization to make sure neighboring nodes agree on
a Tthresh value.
Eliminating Filter Packets The overhead of filter packets
can be reduced if the information they contain is piggybacked onto RTS and/or DATA packets.
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as well. In such situations, it almost always outperforms other
protocols in energy and latency.
For future work, we outline a few directions that could be
pursued:
More Realistic Environment We would like to adapt our
protocol into a more realistic environment. For example,
every sensor node could report periodically at a low rate
in steady state. Then, when an event occurs, the affected
sensors begin transmitting at a much higher rate for the
duration of the event.
Staggering Schedules We would also like to investigate how
to efficiently stagger multiple schedules such that inter-
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